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careables is a mixed community of people 
and organisations committed to the co-
design and making of open, personalised 
healthcare for everyone, born from the 
EU-funded collaborative H2020 project 
Made4You
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Careable

a solution that aims to improve the quality of 
life for people with unmet needs or facing 
physical limitations.

open = co- designed, replicable, accessible, 
adjustable, and shareable online, using digital 
technologies. 

a new category that promises readily 
customized solutions and a horizontal and 
collaborative approach to health and care.

A definition



Slide N Shop 

from Katharina Hailer, Thimo Planert, Madini Liebscher, Dennis Knoll, Amélie Cayré



Stomanoir 

from Anna John, Rutger Oomkes, Sanne Muiser  (Amsterdam, Niederlande) 



Nailcutter for one hand

by Benjamin Nisker by Leopold Seiler
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+ methods for co-design & documentation



… and then came Covid-19
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COVID-19
38 projects

welder.app/careable
s



How are projects 
documented on 
welder.app/carables?



➔ Summary
➔ detailed instructions
➔ 3D files
➔ assembly guide
➔ contact details
➔ license information 
➔ bill of material



www.careables.org

www.welder.app/careables

➔ 180 careables projects

➔ 38 Covid-19 projects

http://www.careables.org
http://www.welder.app/careables


1. Make things that make sense: Create solutions that answer to real personal 
problems or needs.

2. Co-design with others: Make space for diverse skills, competences, 
knowledge, and experiences to merge and come to new and meaningful 
solutions.

3. Empower people: Teach others so that everyone can become more 
technologically literate and see the potentials.

4. Share How You Make: Openly document the making of the project enabling its 
replication and choose the most appropriate licenses for your project.

5. Be aware of limits: Consider any gaps of knowledge when you design for 
health and care, ask the people you design for and clinicians for support and 
feedback and follow quality and safety standards.

responsible making principles



legal & ethical
guidelines

- privacy and data 
protection

- IPRs
- liability 
- ethics 
- medical device 

regulation



capacity building events
Summer School 

HackAdemy

moving exhibition

Careables Global

careablesglobal.slack.com

Careables Social Media 

Channels 

GIG careables channel 



partners

working as 

a team 

ZSI, Austria

OpenDot, Italy

Agile Heap, Germany

Waag, Netherlands

KUL, Belgium

Together to Go, Italy

GIG, worldwide

contact
kieslinger@zsi.at

Thank you!



Questions?


